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Breed Breed/
Variety

Presentor Showing Pass/
Fail

Notes

15 English Angora Broken Nichole Wilson (1st try at 1st showing) P Need to work on consistency of 
type. Committee liked the coats on 
the Sr Does.

16 Giant Angora Black Colleen Wagner (1st try at 1st showing) F Death of Sr. Buck.

17 English Lop Otter Group Jennifer Badger (1st try at 1st showing) F DQ - SR does both underweight.  
Nice presentation, good color.

18 Mini Rex Tan Debbie Roush (1st try at 1st showing) F Failed by breed club. Malocclusion, 
underweight

19 Silver Fox Blue Ruth Wilson (1st try at 1st showing) F Presentation withdrawn by 
presentor.

The following breeds and varieties have passed their first presentation and are elligible to show in any ARBA 
Sanctioned shows. These breeds and varieties may not, however compete for Best of Breed or Best in Show.

Broken English Angora

The Broken English Angora shall meet all points of the standard for English Angoras as 
defined in the ARBA Standard of Perfection. 
The Broken English Angora will be judged by the Angora color standard as listed for the 
Broken group in the ARBA Standard of Perfection. 
Color is to include white in combination with any accepted Angora color., It is to have both 
ears colored, eye circles, nose marking [No preference is given to butterfly over evenly 
balanced nose spots.], and back pattern. The back pattern may be in the form of a blanket 
[Color starting at the nape of the neck, continuing over the back and sides, and well over the 
back of the hips.] or spotted [individual colored spots evenly distributed over the back, sided and hips.], with preference given 
to the balance of pattern. Coloration is at least 10%, but not more than 50% colored. Eyes - Color to correspond to the colored 
variety requirement. 
Faults - One or more colored toenails; unbalanced or one spotted nose marking; faded or shallow color. 
Disqualification from Competition - Absence of color on either ear, around either eye, or nose marking. Coloration less than 
10% or more than 50% in the judge’s opinion. Excessive scattered white hairs or silvering in colored section. Do not disqualify 
for white spot in colored sections. Eye color other than called for in the colored variety. 

Broken Satin Angora

The Broken Satin Angora shall meet all points of the standard for Satin 
Angoras as defined in the ARBA Standard of Perfection. 
The Broken Satin Angora will be judged by the Angora color standard as 
listed for the Broken group in the ARBA Standard of Perfection. 
Color is to include white in combination with any accepted Angora color., It is to have both 
ears colored, eye circles, nose marking [No preference is given to butterfly over evenly 
balanced nose spots.], and back pattern. The back pattern may be in the form of a blanket 
[Color starting at the nape of the neck, continuing over the back and sides, and well over the back of the hips.] or spotted 
[individual colored spots evenly distributed over the back, sided and hips.], with preference given to the balance of pattern. 
Coloration is at least 10%, but not more than 50% colored. Eyes - Color to correspond to the colored variety requirement. 
Faults - One or more colored toenails; unbalanced or one spotted nose marking; faded or shallow color. 
Disqualification from Competition - Absence of color on either ear, around either eye, or nose marking. Coloration less than 10% 
or more than 50% in the judge’s opinion. Excessive scattered white hairs or silvering in colored section. Do not disqualify for white 
spot in colored sections. Eye color other than called for in the colored variety. 
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